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ABSTRACT
The purpose of tills study was to investigate the re­
versal and nonreversal shift learning of retardates as a 
function of mental age and the difficulty level of the cue 
dimension® Reversal shift learning is generally more rapid 
if the learner is capable of using a mediational approach to 
problem solving. Nonreversal shift learning occurs more 
readily if the learner employs a single-unit S-R approach to 
problem solving.
In the present study retarded subjects at three dif­
ferent ability levels learned a two-choice discrimination on 
the size dimension or the color dimension during original 
learning. The subjects were then randomly assigned to learn 
a control shift, a reversal shift, or a nonraversal shift*
The writer hypothesised that retardates at the high 
and middle ability levels would mediate while learning a dis 
crimination on the size dimension, but that few, if any, 
would mediate on the more difficult color dimension. Form 
differences were irrelevant for all subjects.
The subjects consisted of 108 retarded persons,102 of 
whom were institutionalised. The subjects were placed into 
mental ability groups on the basis of performance on the 
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale. The chronological age 
of the subjects ranged from eight to twenty-one years.
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The basic experimental design was of the 3 x 2  fac­
torial type with three types of shifts and two cue dimen­
sions at each ability level.
The apparatus for displaying the discriminanda was a 
rectangular turntable with two depressions on one side. A 
wooden screen separated the two sides of the turntable. The 
discriminanda- were placed in the depressions for presentation 
to the subject. The discriminanda were blocks of three 
shapes and colors. The blocks were stacked in order to vary 
the size of the discriminanda.
Fifty-four subjects had original learning (OL) on the 
size dimension and fifty-four had OL on the color dimension.
As soon as the subjects learned to a criterion of 7 of 8 
correct choices during OL, they began with shift learning.
In shift learning the same criterion for learning was used.
The dependent variable was the number of errors to criterion.
The combining of the subjects of high and middle ability 
resulted in a significant interaction effect because of the 
extremely small mean value for the group with KR shift learn­
ing on the size dimension.
The consistency in the order of the magnitude of the 
mean values with the predictions for the high ability groups 
was viewed as being of theoretical importance. The consis­
tent order of the magnitude of the values became more marked 
for the data following a logarithmic transformation.
The position that some of the retardates would be able 
to mediate on the size dimension, but that few, if any, would
xii
be able to mediate on the more difficult color dimension 
•was strongly supported by the findings for the subjects of 
middle ability. Mediation and non-mediation by retardates 
does seem to be a function of the difficulty level of the 
cue dimension.
For the low ability subjects the prediction of R-1IR 
differences across cue dimensions was not supported. The 
predictions of a cue dimensional- effect and of specific 
group differences were not supported for the subjects of low 
ability.
Although the mean values for the transformed data did 
not differ significantly for the low ability subjects, the 
relative magnitude of the values was even more clearly in 
line with predictions.
The writer concluded that the position that the media­
tion and non-mediation of retardates on a simple problem 
solving task may usefully be viewed in terms of the difficulty 
level of the cue dimension involved was strongly supported,
The research which has produced conflicting evidence when 
the difficulty of the cue dimensions had been ignored might 
yield more clear-cut results if this effect were considered.
xiii
CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Investigators studying the higher mental processes 
have given much attention to the role of covert responses 
that are assumed to mediate between the external stimulus 
and the overt response (Dollard and Miller, 1950» Osgood, 
1953. Kendler and D'Amato, 1955? House and Zeaman, 1962).
Kendler, Kendler, and Wells (i960) state that:
One technique for studying covert mediating responses 
involves, comparison of the transfer resulting from 
reversal and nonreversal shifts. Such a comparison 
is particularly revealing because analyses of the 
learning process based on a mediational or on a single 
unit conception of S-R associations yield different, 
easily tested predictions (p. 83).
The single-unit theory as developed by Spence (1936) 
assumes a direct association between the external stimulus 
and the overt response. This single-unit theory would 
predict that a reversal shift would be slower than a non­
reversal shift because, in a reversal shift, the to-be- 
abandoned habit (e.g. to choose large) has previously been 
consistently reinforced, vrhereas the to-be-acquired habit 
(e.g. to choose small) has been consistently non-reinforced 
The habit to choose large must be extinguished to a point 
at which it is weaker than is the habit to choose small, 
before the latter can acquire any increase in its habit
1
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strength. In a nonreversal shift, previous training has 
not reinforced either stimulus on the new dimension. Thus 
it is assumed that the tendencies to respond to the positive 
and negative stimuli are about equal. In the nonreversal 
situation, faster learning occurs as the strengthening of 
the correct associations requires less extinction of the 
competing response than in a reversal shift. Kelleher (1956) 
confirmed this prediction by applying a reversal-nonreversal 
shift technique to albino rats.
Spence and others (Kuenne, 19^6; Alberts and Ehrenfreund, 
19 51) have shown that predictions of human behavior must take 
into account verbal responses to stimuli. These responses, 
having stimulus properties, serve to mediate between the ex- 
ternal stimulus and the overt response (Kendler, Kendler, 
and Wells, i960; Kendler, Kendler, and Learnard, 1962).
Kendler and D’Amato (1955)» following a mediational 
approach, predicted that reversal shift would result in 
positive transfer for college students. They argued that a 
reversal shift requires the subject to use the same mediated 
response that he has previously employed in making a response 
that was reinforced. Only the overt response must be 
changed. On the other hand, a nonreversal shift requires a 
new mediated response in addition to the new overt response. 
Hence, mediational response theory would predict that the 
reversal shift would be learned more quickly than would a 
nonreversal. Kendler and D ‘Amato (1955) confirmed this pre­
diction, finding that the behavior of college students was
opposite to that of rats. Other investigators (Buss, 195'6; 
Harrow and Friedman, 1958; Isaacs and Duncan, 19&2) have 
supported the finding that adult humans learn a reversal 
shift faster than a nonreversal shift.
Kendler and Kendler (1959) used the reversal shift 
technique in studying the concept formation of kindergarten 
children. They wished to determine whether these children 
would be consistent with the single-unit or the mediational 
type of S-R theory. Kendler and Kendler found in this study 
that the group, taken as a whole, showed neither positive 
nor negative transfer. Further analysis, however, revealed 
that when the kindergarten children were divided into fast 
and slow learning groups on the basis of their performance 
on the training discrimination, the slow learners performed 
according to the single-unit theory and the fast learners 
performed in accordance with the mediational theory. The 
slow learners, like rats, showed negative transfer for re­
versal shifts, while the fast learners, like college students, 
showed positive transfer for reversal shifts. These results 
were interpreted by Kendler and Kendler as demonstrating 
that these kindergarten children, as a group, were in the 
process of developing relevant mediating responses and that 
some were farther along than others.
Kendler, Kendler, and Wells (i960) found that nursery 
school children, between three and five years of age, re­
flected an earlier stage of development. The behavior of 
the nursery school children was generally consistent with
3
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a single-unit theory of discrimination learning in that the 
reversal shift was learned more slowly than was the nonre­
versal shift. These investigators also found that the re- 
versal condition produced greater individual variability 
than did the nonreversal or a control condition, "because 
some children were already capable of making mediated re­
sponses and showed clear-cut positive transfer, while 
others were still shewing markedly negative transfer 
(Kendler, Kendler, and Wells, i960, p. 86).
Kendler and Kendler conclude that reversal is easier 
than nonreversal for a majority of normal children past the 
age of about six. Similar results were reported by House 
and Zeaman (1962) for retardates of MA 6-8. That is, these 
subjects also found a reversal shift easier than a nonrever­
sal shift. Milgram and Furth (196^) found that retardates 
of MA 9 learned a reversal more easily than a nonreversal, 
while retardates of MA 6 learned a nonreversal more easily 
than a reversal.
In contrast Sanders, Ross, and Heal (19 6 5) reported 
that reversal was easier than nonreversal for normal children 
with a mean MA of approximately 10. However, retardates, 
approximately matched on MA and having almost identical orig­
inal learning performance to that of the normals, showed 
small and nonsignificant reversal-nonreversal differences 
in this study.
The House and Zeaman study employed an overlearning 
procedure during original learning, while the subjects in
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the Sanders et. al. and the Milgram and Furth studies were 
trained only to criterion during original learning. There 
were.other procedural differences among the studies that 
may account for the conflicting results.
Ohlrich and Ross (19 6 6) conducted a study to determine 
whether or not the overtraining procedure in the House and 
Zeaman study did, in fact, account for the discrepancy with 
the results of the Sanders et. al. study. Ohlrich and Ross 
gave groups of retarded children training to criterion, or 
to criterion plus 125 trials of overtraining. Half of the 
criterion subjects were then assigned to a reversal and half 
to a nonreversal shift problem. The overtraining subjects 
were assigned in the same manner. Ohlrich and Ross reported 
that the criterion groups did not differ, but that over­
training led to a reversal-nonreversal difference, with 
reversal easier.
It does not seem, however, that the conflict between 
the results of the House and Zeaman study and the results 
of the Sanders et. al. study has been adequately resolved 
by the Ohlrich and Ross study. The data from the Ohlrich 
and Ross study would indicate that an analysis of the cue 
dimensional factor may be necessary for an adequate expla­
nation of reversal-nonreversal shift learning of retardates.
Discrimination learning on the color dimension has 
consistently been found to be more difficult than learning 
on the form dimension (Ohlrich and Ross, 19 6 6; Sanders,
Ross, and Heal, 19^5).
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Examination of the data from the Ohlrich and Ross study 
suggests that labeling retardates simply as mediators or non­
mediators may be an oversimplification. The present writer 
holds that a given person may utilize a mediational approach 
to problem solving on one stimulus dimension while still 
using a single-unit S-R mode of response on another, more 
difficult, dimension, A person who is using a single-unit 
S-R approach on the difficult color dimension may at the 
same time follow a mediational approach on an easier dimen­
sion such as form or size. The Ohlrich and Ross data may be 
interpreted in this way, and it was the purpose of this 
study to test such a conceptualization. In short, a media­
tional approach may be best viewed as present or absent for 
a given person on problems of a given difficulty level rather 
than as present or absent for all levels of difficulty.
In discussing the discrimination learning process in 
retardates House and Zeaman (1962) have adopted the "obser­
ving response" model of Wyckoff (1952, 195*0. The "observing 
response" model holds that the probability of observing rele­
vant cues increases as a discrimination is learned, while 
the probability of observing irrelevant cues decreases.
The pretheoretical model and methodological approach 
followed in this study were patterned after those employed 
in such studies as Kendler and D'Amato (1955)# Kendler and 
Kendler (195 9 ) t and Kendler, Kendler, and Wells (i960), 
among others. In these studies normal children or college 
students were used as subjects, whereas in the present study
7
retardates were employed as subjects.
Though the observing response theory is similar to the 
Kendler model in positing that a mediating response is 
learned, the models differ in that the observing response 
does not add cues. The observing response simply increases 
the probability that the relevant cues will be perceived by 
the organism. These two positions are not incompatible, 
and an explanation embodying both concepts may ultimately 
be most useful.
The Kendler model assumes mediation by implicit re- 
sponses which add interoceptive cues to the external cues, 
Kendler and Kendler (1959) have identified these symbolic 
mediating responses as verbal labels. It is posited that 
the external stimulus (S) evokes an implicit response (r) 
which produces an implicit cue (s) that is connected to the
overt response (R) ; hence S--r— s—  R. Kendler and Kendler
(1962) hold that a single-unit S-R theory accurately repre­
sents the behavior of lower organisms and of very young 
children, but that a mediational S~R theory is required for 
the concept learning of articulate humans.
A technique that has been found useful is studying 
covert mediating responses involves the comparison of the 
transfer from the training discrimination task to the test 
discrimination task in reversal and nonreversal shift con­
ditions. Such a technique was employed in the present 
stiidy.
It was the purpose of the present study to investigate
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the process of reversal-nonreversal shift learning for a 
group of mentally retarded persons with mental ages ranging 
from-2-? to 12-6. Specifically, the problem x̂ as to inves- 
tigate the tendency to utilize a single-unit S-R mode of 
response versus a mediated response approach as a function 
of mental age and the difficulty level of the stimulus dimen­
sion. The possible effects of chronological age, length of 
institutionalization, and facility of learning during train­
ing trials were also evaluated.
It is the writer's position that mediation and non­
mediation must be viewed in terms of specific cue dimensions. 
The present study was basically analogous to the phase of 
the Ohlrich and Ross (19 6 6) study in which subjects were 
trained to a criterion. However, there were two essential 
differences between the present study and that of Ohlrich 
and Ross: (1) the effect of the cue dimension was evaluated 
in the present study, and (2 ) the present study was conducted 
with three different levels of retardates.
It was expected that the high level retardates (HA 7-0 
and higher) in the present study would perform as did the 
subjects trained to criterion in the Ohlrich and Ross (19 6 6) 
study. Thus the following hypotheses were posited:
(1) At the high ability level no R-NR (reversal-nonreversal) 
differences were predicted as to number of shift learning 
errors across cue dimensions.
(2) The combination of the R and the NR subjects who learned 
a color discrimination in the shift learning phase of the
9
experiment would make more errors in reaching criterion 
than would those learning a size discrimination.
(3) For subjects learning a size discrimination during the 
shift learning phase of the experiment the NR group would 
make fewer errors to criterion than would the R group,
(M No R-NR differences were predicted for the high ability 
subjects who learned a color discrimination during the shift 
phase of the experiment.
(5) Both the R and NR groups who learned a color discrim­
ination during shift learning would make more errors to 
criterion than would the NR group which learned a size dis­
crimination in the shift learning phase.
It is possible that the finding by House and Zeaman 
(1962) that retardates of MA 6-8 learned a R more quickly 
than a NR may be accounted for solely by the fact that they 
used an overlearning procedure during original learning. 
Hox̂ ever, it is also possible that some of these subjects 
may have been capable of learning to mediate on the form 
dimension without overtraining and thus could have learned 
a R more quickly than a NR without overtraining. Such a 
possibility is supported by the fact that Milgram and Furth 
(196^) found that retardates of MA 6 differed very little on 
R and NR across dimensions. This finding suggests the possi­
bility that some subjects were capable of mediating and that 
others were not capable of mediating and/or that some of the 
subjects who received original learning on the size and form 
dimensions mediated but that the subjects who had original
10
learning on the color dimension did not learn a mediational 
mechanism.
The writer holds that the latter possibility is tenable 
and should be investigated and has tested this possibility 
with subjects with mental ages between 5**° and 6-11 in the 
present study.
This interpretation of the studies in the area has led 
to the same basic predictions for the middle ability groups 
as for the high ability groups.
The following hypotheses were made for the middle 
ability subjects:
(1) At the middle ability level no R-NR differences were 
predicted as to number of shift learning errors across cue 
dimensions.
(2) The combination of the R and the NR subjects who learned 
a color discrimination in the shift learning phase of the 
experiment would make more errors in reaching criterion than 
would those learning a size discrimination.
(3) For subjects learning a size discrimination during the 
shift learning phase of the experiment the NR group would 
make fewer errors to criterion than would the R group.
(*0 No R-NR differences were predicted for the middle ability 
subjects who learned a color discrimination during the shift 
phase of the experiment.
(5) Both the R and NR groups who learned a color discrimi­
nation during shift learning would make more errors to cri­
terion than would the NR group which learned a size dis­
11
crimination in the shift learning phase.
Each of the above hypotheses for the high and middle 
ability groups was also made for the subjects in the high 
and middle ability groups combined.
For the subjects at the low ability level (MA of if— 11 
and lower) it was predicted that they would be unable to 
mediate on either the size or the color dimension. This 
prediction led to the following hypotheses for the low 
ability group:
(1) The low ability subjects who learned a R shift would 
make more errors to criterion than would those learning a 
NR shift across cue dimensions,
(2) The combined groups of subjects who learned a color dis­
crimination in the shift learning phase would make more 
errors in reaching criterion than would those learning a 
size discrimination in the shift phase across the shift 
groups.
(3) The low ability subjects who learned a R on the size 
dimension would make more errors than those who learned a 
NR shift on the size or the color dimension.
(4) The low ability subjects who learned a R shift on the 
color dimension would make more errors than would those who 
learned a NR shift on the size or the color dimension.
For the high, middle, and low ability levels combined 
it was hypothesized that:
(1) The combination of those subjects who learned a R and a 
NR shift on the size dimension would make fewer errors to
12
criterion than would, the subjects who learned a R and a NR 
shift on the color dimension,
(2) The subjects who learned a NR shift on the size dimension 
would make fewer errors than would those who learned a R 
shift on the size dimension.
(3) There would be no R-NR differences for those subjects 
with shift learning on the color dimension when the high, 
middle, and low ability groups were combined,
(̂ ) The combination of high, middle, and low ability subjects 
who learned a R shift would have more errors than would 
those who learned a NR shift across cue dimensions. This 
hypothesis stems from the previously stated hypotheses that 
there would be R-NR differences across cue dimensions for 
low ability subjects and that there would be R-NR differences 




The subjects consisted of 108 retarded persons. Of 
these, 102 were institutionalized retardates from the Grafton 
State School and six were noninstitutionalized retardates 
from the Opportunity Training School in Grand Forks, It was 
necessary to include the noninstitutionalized subjects in 
order to have 36 high ability subjects. The chronological 
ages of the subjects ranged from eight to twenty-one years, 
The subjects were placed into three intellectual ability 
groups on the basis of mental age as determined by the 
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale. For those subjects to 
whom this scale had been administered within the past two 
years by a qualified examiner, the mental age was obtained 
from this source. Subjects to whom the scale had not been 
administered within the past two years were given the test 
by the experimenter or another trained examiner.
It was necessary to exclude persons who had severe 
visual or hearing losses, seriously debilitating physical 
handicaps, and those who were so severely retarded as to 
make It impossible for them to understand the requirements 
of participaticn in the study. These persons were excluded 
prior to the forming of the ability groups.
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Within each of the three intellectual ability groups 
the subjects were assigned at random to the experimental 
groups without regard to chronological age, length of insti­
tutionalization or sex. The intellectual ability groups 
were divided as follows: lower level (MA 4-11 and below), 
middle level (MA 5“0 to 6-11), and higher level (MA 7-0 and 
above).
The mean chronological age of the high level subjects 
was 1?.19» with a standard deviation of 2.34. The corres­
ponding figures for the middle ability subjects were 15*52 
and 2,39* The low ability subjects had a mean chronological 
age of 13*^9 and a standard deviation of 3*3-6.
Each mental age group was randomly divided into a con­
trol group, a reversal group, and a nonreversal group. The 
relevant stimulus dimension was either color or size. Form 
was irrelevant for all subjects.
In the training, discrimination the pair of stimuli
— +
differed on only one dimension (e.g. color £jj Q ) .  The
pair of stimuli in the test discrimination differed simul-
+ —
taneously on two dimensions (e.g. color and form A □  ), in 
which color was relevant and form was irrelevant.
The procedtire of having the stimuli differ on only one 
dimension during the training discrimination while differing 
on two dimensions during the test discrimination was pat­
terned after that adopted by Kendler, Kendler, and Wells 
(i960). By having the pair of stimuli in the training dis­
crimination differ on only one dimension (a) one reduces
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the difficulty of the initial task, and (b) one eliminates 
partial-ref orcement effects withour overs implying the second 
discrimination (Kendler, Kendler, and Wells, 1950). It has 
been shown (Harlow, 19^9) that the second discrimination is 
typically learned more quickly than is the initial discrimi­
nation.
The reversal shift condition required subjects to con­
tinue to respond to the same dimension, but to the member of 
the stimulus pair that was previously nonreinforced (e.g.
shifting from black to white Q  A  )•
In the nonreversal shift condition the subjects were 
reinforced for responding to a cue in a new dimension (e.g.
stimulus in the training discrimination does not appear in 
the test discrimination for the nonreversal subjects in order 
to eliminate the effects of fortuitous partial reinforcement.
For the control group the stimulus that was correct 
during the training discrimination remained correct during 
the test discrimination.
Two dependent variables were measured for all ability 
level and shift groups: the number of trials needed and the 
number of errors committed in reaching a criterion of seven 
of eight correct responses.
The experimental design was of the 3 x 2  factorial type, 
with three shift groups (control, reversal, and nonreversal)
+
+
shifting from black O The reinforced
and two cue dimensions (size and color).
The apparatus for displaying the discriminanda was
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patterned, after that used by Kendler and Kendler (1959).
Kendler and Kendler (1959) state that it consisted of:
. . .  a turntable made of a board 12 x 6 inches, 
mounted on a swivel base and divided in half by a 
perpendicular board 8 inches high and 15 inches wide.
On one of the halves were two felt-padded depressions 
four inches square and four inches apart (p, 5 7).
M & M candy x^hich served as the rev/ard was placed on 
one of the pads and covered by the discriminanda,
Kendler and Kendler (1959) continue:
While these manipulations were in process the felt- 
padded half of the turntable was toward the experi­
menter. The perpendicular board served to screen 
the experimenter's actions. When the stimuli were 
correctly arranged, the discriminanda were swivelled 
into place in front of the subject (p, 5 7).
The discriminanda were composed of wooden blocks of 
different forms, colors, and sizes. The three sizes were 
attained by using the blocks singly or by stacking them.
The sizes were small (-g" high), medium (1" high), and 
large (l|" high). The forms were square, triangular, and 
round. The colors were red, white, and black.
The experimental procedures were patterned after those 
employed by Kendler, Kendler, and Wells (i960).
The subjects performed individually in a room in which 
the experimenter and the subject were alone. The experi­
menter sat facing the subject with the apparatus on a table 
between them. When the child was comfortably seated, the 
experimenter said:
This is the game we are going to play. Before we 
start, listen carefully and I will tell you how the 
game is played. See, there are two things here.
When we start the game you will choose one of them
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and point at it; then I will pick the block up, and 
if you pointed at the right one, there will be a piece 
of candy under it. If you point at the wrong one, 
there won’t be anything under it. Each time you choose 
only one. Then I will turn it around like this, 
(experimenter demonstrated) and you will have another 
turn. But on each turn you may choose only one. The 
game is to see how soon you can get a piece of candy 
every time you point. If you get a piece of candy, I 
will put it in this little glass; and when we are all 
through playing you will get to keep the candy you have 
won. Each time you point at the wrong block I will 
take a piece of candy out of your glass and put it back 
in the bowl.
Remember, the game is to see how soon you can get a 
piece of candy every time you point. (This statement 
was repeated every ten trials).
For fifty-four subjects the initial discrimination 
was learned on the color dimension, They were presented 
with two blocks of medium size and round in form, one black 
and the other white. White was positive for twenty-seven 
subjects, and black was positive for twenty-seven subjects.
For the remaining fifty-four subjects the initial dis­
crimination was on the size dimension, They were presented 
with two round red blocks, one large and the other small.
For twenty-seven subjects large was positive, and for twenty- 
seven subjects small was positive.
Separate statistical analyses were performed for the 
fifty-four subjects who learned an initial discrimination 
on the color dimension and for the fifty-four subjects who 
learned an initial discrimination on the size dimension.
Then an analysis was performed for the entire one hundred- 
eight subjects by combining those whose initial learning 
was on the size dimension and those whose initial learning 
was on a color dimension.
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In all of the discriminations each cue appeared an 
equal number of times to the right and to the left. No com­
bination of two cues appeared together on more than two con­
secutive trials. To minimize position effects, the position 
of the stimxili remained unchanged from trial to trial until 
a correct response was made. This practice was maintained 
during both the training and test discriminations. The 
criterion of learning was seven correct responses in eight 
successive trials.
For the test discrimination the subjects of each abil­
ity level were randomly divided into three equal-sized groups. 
The stimuli for the test discrimination differed simultan­
eously on two dimensions. One of these dimensions, form, 
was irrelevant for all subjects. The other dimension was 
either size or color, depending upon placement in the exper­
imental groups and upon initial training. For two of the 
experimental groups, control and reversal shift, the relevant 
stimuli were the same as in the initial discrimination,
For the control subjects the previously positive stim­
ulus remained positive. For example, if large was initially 
positive, then the subject was presented with stimuli that 
differed simultaneously in size and form with the choice of 
large continuing to be correct.
The same illustration would describe the treatment of 
a reversal subject, except that in the second discrimination 
small would become positive.
For the nonreversal shift subjects the stimulus that
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was positive in the training discrimination did not appear 
at all in the test discrimination. Thus, if a nonreversal 
subject were initially trained to large, in the test series 
he was presented with stimuli that differed simultaneously 
in color and form with color as the relevant dimension.
The design was counterbalanced so that size and color 
were equally represented and every stimulus combination and 




Table 1 indicates that the mean training trial errors 
for all subjects with original learning (CL) on the size 
dimension was 3 , 6 8 as compared with a mean of 7.85 for 
those with OL on the color dimension. This mean difference 
is significant at the .01 level (t~3.4l, df.=1 0 6).
TABLE 1
TRAINING TRIAL ERRORS
Original Learning on Size Original Learning on Color
Ability Level Mean SD Ability Level Mean SD
High (N=l8) 4.05 5.42 High (N=l8) 8,33 8.41
Middle (N=18) 3.55 3.71 Middle (N=l8) 6.33 5.49
Low (N=18) 3.44 4.21 Low (N=18) 8.88 8.55
All Ability All AbilityLevels Com- Levels Com-
bined (N=54) 3.68 4.51 bined (N=54) 7.85 7.69
The mean numbsr of training trial errors for subjects
with OL on the size dimension was 4.05, 3.55, and 31.44 for
the high, middle, and low ability groups respectively. The
corresponding values for :subjects with OL on color were 8.33
20
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6.33» and 8.88. The expectation that the learning of a 
discrimination on the color dimension would be more difficult 
than the learning of a discrimination on the size dimension 
during OL was confirmed.
Learning was measured both in terms of errors to cri­
terion and trials to criterion. The Pearson product-moment 
correlation between these two dependent variables was .97^ 
for the entire gro\ip of 108 subjects, The correlation between 
errors to criterion and trials to criterion was .995 for the 
control subjects, .9^3 for the reversal subjects, and ,972 
for the nonreversal subjects. Because of the consistently 
high positive correlations between these two dependent vari­
ables the results were analyzed only in terms of errors to 
criterion.
Other correlational values determined in the present 
study were -.13 between chronological age and number of 
training trial errors; -.02 between chronological age and 
shift learning errors; and .0^ between number of training 
trial errors and shift learning errors. Because these cor­
relational values were small it was not necessary to use a 
covariant adjustment technique.
The Fmax technique (Winer, 19^2, p. 93) was employed 
in order to determine whether or not the assumption of homo­
geneity of variance would be violated before the analyses 
of variance were performed. Appropriate measures were then 
taken in those instances in which the Fmax statistic yielded 
significant results.
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After completing the analysis of variance the Newman- 
Keuls test (Winer, 1962, P. 80) was used to determine the 
specific sources of variance in those Instances in which a 
significant main effect or a significant interaction was 
found as well as those instances in which a priori hypotheses 
had been made.
The control groups enabled the writer to compare the 
learning of subjects who learned the same discrimination in 
shift learning as in original learning and those who learned 
a new discrimination in shift learning. As expected, the 
control grou.ps learned more quickly than did the R and NR 
groups.
The control groups were excluded from further analysis 
in those instances in which their inclusion would have re­
sulted in heterogeneity of variance, as these groups were 
not needed in testing the experimental hypotheses. The 
analysis was then in the form of a 2 x 2 factorial with two 
shift groups (reversal and nonreversal) and two cue dimen­
sions (size and color).
High, Middle, and Low Ability Groups Combined
The means and standard deviations of error scores on 
reversal and nonreversal shift learning for subjects of high, 
middle, and low ability combined are presented in Table 2.
The Fmax test yielded a value of l.bb which was non­
significant at the .05 level of significance (Fmax . 95 0*"* 1 ̂1 = 
3.7 0), indicating that the assumption of homogeneity of 
variance was not violated significantly.
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TABLE 2
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF 









*Control Groups Excluded 
N=?2
The analysis of variance for the reversal and nonre­
versal shift learning of subjects of high, middle, and low 
ability combined is presented in Table 3.
TABLE 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF HIGH, 
MIDDLE, AND LOW ABILITY GROUPS COMBINED
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift 196.68 1 196.68 2.999 ns*
Cue Dimension 217.01 1 217.01 3.309 11s
Shift x Dimension 7.34 1 7.34 . 112 ns




Table 3 indicates that the hypothesis that the nonre­
versal shift would be learned more quickly than the reversal 
shift across cue dimensions for the high, middle, and low 
ability subjects combined was not supported„ The F-value 
of 2,999 was nonsignificant at the ,05 level.
The difference between the error scores of the sub- 
jects with shift learning on the color dimension and those 
with shift learning on the size dimension was non-significant 
at the .05 level (F=3.309). The hypothesis that such diff­
erences would be observed was not supported.
The Newman-Keuls critical values and observed "q" values 
between cue dimension and shift groups for the high, middle, 
and low ability levels combined are presented in Table 4.
TABLE 4
NEWMAN-KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AMD OBSERVED "q" VALUES 
BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT GROUPS FOR HIGH, 














2 68 1.40 8.83
*q.95 (2,68)=2,83
The hypothesis that the subjects of high, middle, and
low ability levels combined who learned a NR shift on the
size dimension would have fewer errors than would those who 
learned a B shift on the size dimension was rejected. The 
Newman-Keuls "q" value of 2,06 which resulted from the test­
ing of this difference was nonsignificant at the .05 level. 
The Newman-Keuls "q" value of 1.^0 which was obtained 
in testing the significance on the R-NR difference for the 
subjects of high, middle, and low ability with shift learn­
ing on the color dimension was nonsignificant. Hence the 
hypothesis of no R-NR difference between these groups of 
subjects was supported.
Hic;h and Middle Ability Groups Combined
The means and standard deviations of error scores on 
reversal and nonreversal shift learning for high and middle 
subjects combined are presented in Table 5«
TABLE 5
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SHIFT LEARNING 









^Control Groups Excluded 
N=48
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The Fmax test for the reversal and nonreversal shift 
groups of high and middle ability combined yielded a value 
of 4.36 which was nonsignificant at the .05 level of signi­
ficance (Fmax =5*18).
The analysis of variance for the reversal and nonrever­
sal shift learning of high and middle ability subjects com­
bined is presented in Table 6,
TABLE 6
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF HIGH 
AND MIDDLE ABILITY GROUPS COMBINED
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift 102,08 1 102.08 2.1805 ns-*
Cue Dimension 396.75 1 396.75 8.475 A • O h->
Shift x Dimension 40.30 1 40.30 .862 ns
Within Cells 2059.83 44 46.81
Total 2599.00 47
*F .95(1.^)=^.06
Table 6 indicates that the effect of type of shift 
across cue dimensions was nonsignificant at the .05 level 
(F=2.l805). Therefore the hypothesis of no R-NR dif­
ferences across cue dimensions was supported for the sub­
jects of high and middle ability combined. The cue dimen­
sional effect across shift groups was significant at the 
.01 level for the subjects of high and middle ability com­
bined (F=8.475). Thus, the hypothesis that the R and NR
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subjects with shift learning on the color dimension would 
make more errors than would the R and NR subjects with shift 
learning on size dimension was supported for the subjects 
of high and middle ability combined.
Table 7 presents the Newman-Keuls critical values and 
observed "q" values for the cue dimension and shift groups 
of high and middle ability combined,
TABLE 7
NEWMAN-KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AND OBSERVED "q" VALUES 
BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT GROUPS AT THE HIGH 


























The hypothesis that the subjects of high and middle 
ability combined who learned a NR shift on the size dimen­
sion would make fewer errors than would those who learned 
a R shift on the size dimension was not supported. The
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Newman-Keuls "q" value of 2,40 was nonsignifleant at the .05 
level.
The Newman-Keuls "q" value of ,55 that resulted from 
the testing of the significance of the R-NR differences for 
high and middle ability subjects combined with shift learn­
ing on the color dimension was nonsignifleant at the .05 
level. This finding supported the hypothesis that there 
would be no R-NR differences betvreen the two groups with 
shift learning on the color dimension.
The results of the present study supported the hypo­
thesis that subjects of high and middle ability combined 
who learned either a NR or R shift on the color dimension 
would make more errors than would the NR subjects with 
shift learning on the size dimension. The "q" values for 
subjects who learned a NR and a R shift on the color dimen­
sion as compared with the NR subjects on the size dimension 
were 3.83 and 4.38 respectively. These "q" values were 
both significant at the .05 level.
High Ability Groups
The means and standard deviations of error scores on 
original and shift learning for high ability subjects are 
presented in Table 8.
Because of the heterogeneity of variance for the high 
ability groups, the Fmax statistic was used to determine 
whether or not the assumption of homogeneity of variance had 
been violated. The Fmax value of 4-90.23 was significant at 
the .01 level of significance. (Fmax •99 »5]=38).
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TABLE 8
Original Learning Shift Learning 
Group Dimension Dimension
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND
SHIFT LEARNING OF HIGH ABILITY GROUPS
Size Color Size Color
Mean 6 , 1 6 9.16 .33 4.83Control
SD 8.59 7.00 .51 9.02
Mean 3.33 ^.50 7.83 9.33Reversal
SD 1.59 3.9^ 5.56 11.29
Mean 2,66 11.33 3.00 7.83Nonreversal
SD 2.21 11.10 5.89 6.11
n=36
The primary reason for using control groups was to
determine whether the control groups would differ from the
experimental groups in shift learning. The; marked. hetero-
geneity was the result of the extreme values of the control 
group with shift learning on the size dimension. Because 
the results for the control groups were not crucial in 
testing the hypotheses in the present study, the control 
groups of high ability were excluded from further statistical 
analysis,
The Fmax value for the reversal and nonreversal groups 
was 4.12. This value was nonsignificant at the .05 level of 
significance (Fmax . 95[y»5j =13.7).
The means and standard deviations for reversal and non"*
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reversal subjects of high ability on original and shift 
learning are presented in Table 9.
TAELS 9
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND 
SHIFT LEARNING OF HIGH ABILITY GROUPS*
Original Learning Shift Learning
Group Dimension Dimension
Size Color Size Color
Mean 3.33 4.50 7.83 9.33Reversal
SD 1.59 3.94 5.56 11.29
Mean 2.66 11.33 3.00 7.83Nonreversal.
SD 2.21 11.10 5.89 6.11
^Control Groups Excluded 
N=2^
The analysis of variance for the reversal and nonre­
versal shift learning of high ability subjects is presented 
in Table 10. Table 10 indicates that the effect of the type 
of shift was nonsignificant (F=1.04^) for high ability sub­
jects. This result supports the hypothesis of no R-NR diff­
erences across cue dimensions. The effect of the cue dimen­
sion across shift groups was also nonsignificant (F=1.0^4).
Therefore, the hypothesis that the combination of R 
and NR subjects with shift learning on the color dimension 
would make more errors than those with shift learning on the 
size dimension was not supported.
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TABLE 10
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING 
OF HIGH ABILITY GROUPS
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift 6 0 , 1 6 1 6 0 , l6 1.044 ns*
Cue Dimension 6 0 . 1 6 1 6O.I6 1.044 ns
Shift x Dimension 1 6 . 6 6 1 l6,66 .289 ns
Within Cells 1153.00 20 57.65
Total 1 2 9 0 . 0 0 23
*F.95 (l,20)=4.35
Table 11 gives the Newman-Keuls critical values and 
observed "q" values for the cue dimension and shift groups 
of high ability.
Because the hypotheses of differences between spec!- 
fied groups were made on an a priori basis, the Newman- 
Keuls procedure was employed whether or not the main effect 
was significant.
The hypothesis that the high ability subjects who 
learned a NR shift on the size dimension would make fewer 
errors than would those who learned a R shift on the size 
dimension was not supported. The obtained Newman-Keuls "q" 
value of 1.56 was nonsignificant at the . 0 5 level.
The Newman-Keuls "q" value of .48 that was obtained 
in testing for the significance of R-NR differences between 
the high ability subjects with shift learning on the color
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TABLE 11
NEWMAN-KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AND OBSERVED "q" 
VALUES BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT 
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4 20 2.04 3.96
*q.95 (2 . 5 , 20)=3.26
*q.95 (4,20)=3.96
dimension was nonsignifleant at the ,05 level. Thus, the 
hypothesis of no R-NR differences between these groups was 
supported,
The hypothesis that the subjects of high ability who 
learned either a NR or a R shift on the color dimension 
would make more errors than would those learning a NR on 
the size dimension was not supported. The "q" values for 
those learning a NR and a R on the color dimension as com­
pared with those who learned a NR shift on the size dimen­
sion were I . 5 6  and 2,04 respectively. These values were 
nonsignificant at the. , 0 5  level.
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Middle Ability Group
The means and standard deviations of error scores on 
original and shift learning for middle ability subjects are 
presented in Table 12.
TABLE 12
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR ORIGINAL AND 
SHIFT LEARNING OF MIDDLE ABILITY GROUPS
Original Learning Shift LearningGroup Dimension DimensionSize Color Size Color
Mean 3.00 5.86 .33 1.33Control
SD 2. 16 5.73 .51 2,80
Mean 3. 16 7 . 1 6 6.66 13.00Reversal
SD 1.86 3.89 5.24 5.72
Mean 4.50 6.l6 2.00 12.33Nonreversal
SD 5.64 6.43 1.78 9.81
n=36
The obtained Fmax value of 370.23 was significant at 
the .01 level (Fmax • 99 [6,5]-38). This value was obtained 
because of the extremely small variance value for the control 
group with shift learning on the size dimension. As in the 
case of the high ability subjects the control groups of mid­
dle ability were excluded from further statistical analysis.
However, even after the exclusion of the control 
groups, there was marked heterogeneity of variance because 
of the extremely small variance value for the NR group with
3k
shift learning on the size dimension. The Fmax test was 
again performed and it yielded a value of 30.08 which was 
significant at the .01 level (Fmax •9 9 \ k , 5} =28). Because 
this experimental group was crucial in testing the basic 
hypotheses in this study, and because the Fmax value was 
not extremely large, the NR group with shift learning on 
the size dimension was retained for further analysis, and 
the .01 level of significance was adopted for this analysis 
because of the heterogeneity.
Indeed, the very small values obtained by the NR 
group with shift learning on the size dimension were expected 
and lend support to the basic position of the present study. 
The means and standard deviations for reversal and non­
reversal subjects of middle ability on original and shift 
learning are presented in Table 1 3 .
TABLE 13
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND 
SHIFT LEARNING OF MIDDLE ABILITY GROUPS*
Original Learning Shift Learning 
Group Dimension Dimension
Size Color Size Color
Mean 3.16 7 . 1 6 6,66 13.00Reversal
SD 1 .86 3.89 5 . 2 k 5.72
Mean ^.50 6, 16 2.00 12.33Ncnreversal
SD 5 . 6 k 6 A  3 1.78 9.81
^Control Grouos Excluded N=2^
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The analysis of variance for the reversal and nonre­
versal shift learning of middle ability subjects is pre­
sented in Table lb.
TABLE lb
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING 
OF KIDDLE ABILITY GROUPS
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift b2.66 1 b2.66 1.068 ns
Cue Dimension bl6.66 1 bio,66 lo.b3b <,01*
Shift x Dimension 23.99 1 23.99 a On O ns
Within Cells 798.66 20 39.93
Total 1281.99 23
*F.99 (1,20)=8.10
As is indicated in Table lb the effect of type of
shift was nonsignificant (F=1.068), The hypothesis of no 
R-NR differences across cue dimensions was thus supported 
for subjects of middle ability. The effect of the cue 
dimension across shift groups was significant at the .01 
level of significance for the subjects of middle ability 
(F=10.b3b). This result supported the hypothesis that the 
combination of NR and R subjects with shift learning on the 
color dimension would have more errors than would the NR 
and the R subjects with shift learning on the sise dimension.
Table 15 gives the Newman-Keuls critical values and 
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b 20 ij-,26 3.96
*q.95 (2,20)^2,95 
*q.95 (3,20)^3.58 
*q.95 (^,20)=3 . 96
The hypothesis that the middle ability subjects who 
learned a NR shift on the size dimension would make fewer 
errors than would those who learned a R shift on the size 
dimension was not supported. The Newman-Keuls "q" value of 
1.80 was nonsignifleant at the ,05 level,
A Newman-Keuls "q" value of ,26 resulted from the test­
ing of the significance of R-NR differences for middle abil­
ity subjects with shift learning on the color dimension.
This value was nonsignifleant at the ,05 level, and therefore 
supported the hypothesis of no R-NR differences between the
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two groups with shift learning on the color dimension.
The hypothesis that middle ability subjects who learned 
either a NR or a R shift on the color dimension would make 
more errors than would the NR subjects with shift learning 
on the size dimension was supported in the present study.
The "q" value for subjects who learned a NR and a R shift 
on the color dimension as compared with the NR subjects on 
the size dimension were 4,00 and 4,26 respectively. Both 
of these values were significant at the ,05 level,
Low Ability Group
The means and standard deviations of error scores on 
original and shift learning for low ability subjects are 
presented in Table 16.
TABLE 16
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND 
SHIFT LEARNING OF LOW ABILITY GROUPS
Original Learning Shift LearningGroup Dimension DimensionSize Color Size Color
Mean 3.33 9.83 . 16 2,66Control
SD 2.21 7.69 .40 2.42
Mean 2.83 7.66 10.66 11.33Reversal
SD 3.80 9.56 14.63 6.65
Mean 4.1 6 9.16 8.33 6.33Nonreversal
SD 5.75 8.15 1 1 . 60 7.52
N=36
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Because of the extremely small variance value for the 
control group with shift learning on the size dimension, 
the Fmax test was used to determine the significance of the 
violation of -the assumption of homogeneity of variance. The 
obtained Fmax value of 1339.13 was significant at the .01 
level (Fmax .99 [6»5l = 38). The control groups were excluded 
from, further statistical analysis in order to meet the as­
sumption of homogeneity of variance, as these groups X'rere not 
essential in testing the hypotheses of the study. The Fmax 
test that was used to test for heterogeneity of variance 
among the four remaining groups yielded a value of E. 8U- which 
was nonsignificant at the .05 level of significance (Fmax .95
O ’-, 5] =1 3.7).
Table 1? presents the means and standard deviations
TABLE 1?
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND 
SHIFT LEARNING OF LON ABILITY GROUPS*
Original Learning Shift LearningGroup Dimension DimensionSize Color Size Color
Mean 2.83 7.66 10.66 11.33Reversal
SD 3.80 9.56 1^.63 6.65
Mean 4.16 9.16 8.33 6.33Nonreversal
SD 5.75 8.15 11 . 60 7.52
^Control Groups Excluded
N=24
for reversal and nonreversal subjects of low ability on
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original and shift learning.
The analysis of variance for the reversal and nonre­
versal shift learning of low ability subjects is presented 
in Table 18. .
TABLE 18
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING 
OF LOW ABILITY GROUPS
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift 80.66 1 80.66 .717 ns-
Cue Dimension 2.66 1 2,66 .024 ns
Shift x Dimension 10.66 1 10.66 .095 ns
Within Cells 2249.33 20 112.46
Total 23^3.33 23
*F.95 (l,20)-4.35
Table 18 indicates that the effect of type of shift 
was nonsignificant (F=.717) for subjects of low ability.
The hypothesis that low ability subjects who learned a rever 
sal shift would make more errors to criterion than would 
those who learned a nonreversal shift across cue dimension 
was thus rejected.
The effect of cue dimension across shift groups was 
nonslgnifleant (F=,024) as reported in Table 18. Thus the 
hypothesis that low ability subjects with shift learning on 
the color dimension would make more errors' to criterion 
than would those with shift learning on the size dimension
across shift groups was rejected.
The Newman-Keuls critical values and observed "q" 
values for the cue dimensional and shift groups of low abil 
ity are presented in Table 19.
TABLE 19
NEW MAN»KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AND OBSERVED "q" 
VALUES BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT 





















4 20 1 . 1 6 3.96
*q.95 (2,20 )=2,95 
*q.95 (3,20)=3.58 *q.95 (^,20)=3.96
The hypothesis that low ability subjects who learned 
a R shift on the size dimension would have more errors than 
would those who learned a NR on either the size or the color 
dimension was rejected. The Nevnnan-Keuls "q" values for 
the difference between those reversing to size and those 
nonreversing to size and to color were .5^ and 1.00 respec­
tively. These values were nonsignificant at the . 05 level.
Also the hypothesis that the low ability subjects who 
learned a R shift on the color dimension would have more 
errors than would those who learned a NR shift on either 
the size or the color dimension was rejected. The Newman- 
Keuls ”q*' value for the difference between those who learned 
a R shift on the color dimension and those who learned a NR 
shift on the size dimension was ,69. The corresponding 
value for the difference between those who learned a R shift 
on the color dimension and those who learned a NR shift on 
the color dimension was l.l6. Both of these "q" values were 
nonsignificant at the .05 level.
Transformed Data
The data for all of the groups were transformed to 
common logarithms because of the positive skewness which had 
resulted in large within groups variance values for the data 
prior to the transformation. This transformation minimized 
the effect of extreme values and decreased the error variance.
The value ’'one'1 was added to each of the values before 
the transformation was performed in order to eliminate values 
of zero.
The logarithmic data were analyzed both with and with­
out the control groups. For the transformed data a 3 x 2 
factorial design was employed, in which there were three 
shift groups (control, reversal, and nonreversal) and two 
cue dimensions (size and color). The transformed data were
k-2
also analyzed in a 2 x 2 factorial design, with the control 
groups being excluded.
High, Middle, and Low Ability Groups Combined
The means and standard deviations of transformed error 
scores for the control, reversal, and nonreversal shift learn­
ing of subjects of high, middle, and low ability combined are 
presented in Table 20.
TABLE 20
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SHIFT LEARNING 











Mean • b- co . 86Nonreversal
SD A 3 .32
N=108
The Fmax value of 19.00 was significant at the .01 
level of significance (Fmax . 99 [6 ,1 7 ] =5.80). Because the 
heterogeneity resulted largely from the control groups and 
because the control groups were not needed to test the hypo­
theses of the study, these groups were excluded from further
analysis for the subjects of high, middle, and low ability 
combined.
The means and standard deviations for reversal and non 
reversal shift learning of high, middle, and low ability 
groups combined are presented in Table 21.
TABLE 21
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SHIFT LEARNING 










SD A 3 .32
*Control Groups Excluded 
N=72
The Fmax test for the data in Table 21 yielded a value
of 1.90 which was nonsignificant at the .05 level (Fmax .95
[>,lfl=3.?o.
The analysis of variance for the reversal and nonre­
versal shift learning of high, middle, and low ability 
groups combined is presented in Table 22.
Table 22 indicates that the difference between the 
error scores of the subjects with shift learning on the 
color dimension and those with shift learning on the size
dimension was significant at the ,01 level (F= 9-^3) for the 
logarithmic data. The hypothesis that the subjects with 
shift learning on the color dimension would make more errors 
than would those with shift learning on the size dimension 
was thus supported.
TABLE 22
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF HIGH, 
MIDDLE, AND LOW ABILITY GROUPS COMBINED 
(TRANSFORMED DATA)
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift 1 .05 1 1 . 05 8.272 <,01
Cue Dimension 1 .26 1 1 .26 9.9^3 <.01
Shift x Dimension , 2 k 1 ,2h 1.903 ns
Within Cells 8.65 68 .12
Total 1 1 . 2 1 71
*F.99 (1,68)=?. 05
The hypothesis that the nonreversal shift would be
learned more quickly than would the reversal shift across
cue dimensions for the high, middle, and low ability sub-
jects combined was also supported. The F-value of 8.272 
was significant at the .01 level for the transformed data. 
The Newman-Keuls critical values and observed "q" 
values between dimension and shift groups for the high, 
middle, and low ability subjects combined are presented in 
Table 23.
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NEWMAN-KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AND OBSERVED "q" VALUES 
BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT GROUPS FOR HIGH, MIDDLE, 
AND LOW ABILITY GROUPS COMBINED (TRANSFORMED DATA)
TABLE 23
Shift Groups Ordered df "q" Critical*
Steps Value Value
Nonreversal-Size
x 2 68 4,44**
Reversal-Size
Nonreversal-Colorx 2 68 1,48
Reversal-Color
*q.95 (2 ,6 8)=2.83 
•99 (2 ,68 )=3 .?6
The hypothesis that the subjects of high, middle, and 
low ability combined who learned a NR shift on the size 
dimension would have fewer errors than would those who 
learned a R shift on the size dimension xoas supported. The 
Newman-Keuls *’q" value of 4,44 was significant at the ,01 
level for the transformed data.
The Newman-Keuls "q" value of 1.48 which was obtained 
in testing the significance of the R-NR differences for the 
subjects of high, middle, and low ability with shift learn­
ing on the color dimension was nonsignifleant at the ,05 
level, Therefore, the hypothesis of no R-NR differences 
between these groups was supported.
High and Middle Ability Groups Combined
2.83
2.83
The means and standard deviations of transformed error
scores for control, reversal, and nonreversal shift learning 
groups of high and middle ability combined are presented in 
Table 24.
TABLE 24
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SHIFT LEARNING 







Mean CO ro .96Reversal
SD .29 .35
Mean CO• , 9kNonreversal
SD .35 .29
N=?2
The Fmax test yielded a value of 10,00 which was sig­
nificant at the .01 level (Fmax . 99 [6,11} =9.30). Therefore 
the control groups were again excluded from further analysis 
in Order to attain homogeneity.
The means and standard deviations for reversal and 
nonreversal shift learning of high and middle ability subjects 
combined are presented in Table 25.
The Fmax test for the data in Table 25 yielded a value 
of 1.50 which was nonsignificant at the .05 level of signi­
ficance (Fmax . 95 =5.18),
7̂
TABLE 25
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SHIFT LEARNING 
OF HIGH AND MIDDLE ABILITY GROUPS COMBINED* 
(TRANSFORMED DATA)
Group / Shift Learning Dimension 
Size Color
Mean • CO ro .96Reversal
SD .29 .35
Mean .38 .9bNonreversal
SD .35 . 2 9
*Control Groups Excluded 
N=b8
The analysis of variance for the reversal and nonre- 
versal shift learning of high and middle ability groups 
combined is presented in Table 26.
TABLE 26
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING ON HIGH AND 
MIDDLE ABILITY GROUPS COMBINED (TRANSFORMED DATA)
Source of Variation SS df MS F p
Type cf Shift • 65 1 .65 6.258 <.05*
Cue dimension l.b9 1 l.b9 lb.223 <,001**
Shift x Dimension .55 1 .55 5.233 <.05





Table 26 indicates that the shift x dimension inter­
action was significant at the .05 level (F=5.233)o
Examination of the mean values in Table 23 clearly 
indicates that the interaction effect is a function of the 
small mean value for the group which learned a NR shift on 
the size dimension.
The hypotheses that there would be no R-NR differences 
across cue dimension, and that there would be a cue dimen­
sional effect could not be tested by the analyses of variance 
presented in Table 26 because of the significant interaction. 
It was predicted that the relative mean values would be as 
was observed, but it was not expected that these differences 
would be so large as to result in a significant interaction.
The interaction effect for the high and middle ability 




Graph of Shift x Cue Dimension Interaction
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Table 27 presents the Newman-Keuls critical values and 
observed "q” values for the cue dimension and shift groups 
of high and middle ability combined,
TABLE 27
NEW MAN-KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AND OBSERVED “q” VALUES 
BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT GROUPS AT THE HIGH AND 


















N onreversa1-S i z e
X
Reversal-Color
4 44 6.37*** 3.78
*q.95 (2,44)-2 .86 
*q.95 (3»44)=3.44 
*0.• 95 (4,44)=3.78 
**q.99 (3,44)=4.37 
***q.99 (4,44)=4.69
The hypothesis that the subjects of high and middle 
ability combined who learned a NR shift on the size dimen­
sion would make fewer errors than would those who learned
a R shift on the size dimension was supported. The Newman- 
Keuls "q" value of 4.84 which was obtained for the trans­
formed data was significant at the .01 level.
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The Newman-Keuls *’q" value of .22 that resulted from 
the testing of the significance of the R-NR differences for 
high and middle ability subjects combined with shift learning 
on the color dimension was nonsignificant at the .05 level. 
This finding supported the hypothesis that there would be 
no R-NR differences between the two groups with shift learn­
ing on the color dimension.
The results of the present study supported the hypo­
thesis that subjects of high and middle ability combined 
who learned either a NR or a R shift on the color dimension 
would make more errors than would the NR subjects with shift 
learning on the size dimension. The "q" values for subjects 
who learned a NR and a R shift on the color dimension as 
compared with the NR subjects on the size dimension were 
6 . 1 5 and 6.37 respectively. These "q" values ’were both sig­
nificant at the ,01 level.
High Ability Groups
The means and standard deviations of transformed error 
scores on original and shift learning for high ability sub­
jects are presented in Table 28.
The Fmax statistic was used to determine whether or 
not the assumption of homogeneity of variance had been sig- 
niglcantly violated in the transformed data for the subjects 
of high ability. The resulting Fmax value of 13.50 was non­
significant at the .05 level of significance (Fmax .95 1 =
18.7).
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MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND SHIFT 
LEARNING OF HIGH ABILITY GROUPS (TRANSFORMED DATA)
TABLE 28
Original Learning Shift Learning
Group Dimension Dimens ion
Size Color Size Color
Mean .63 .92 .10Control
SD .39 .25 .15 .52
Mean , 60 .61 .86 .82Reversal
SD .17 .3^ .29 .̂ 3
Mean A 8 .86 .35 • 00 ooNonreversal
SD .28 .23
N=36
Table 29 presents the analysis of variance for the
TABLE 29
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF HIGHABILITY GROUPS (TRANSFORMED DATA)
Source of Variation ss df MS F P
Type of Shift 1.98 2 .99 7.199 <.01
Cue Dimension .70 1 .70 5.10^ vno•V
Shift x Dimension .51 2 .25 1.852 ns





control, reversal and nonreversal shift learning of high 
ability subjects (transformed data).
Table 29 indicates that the effect of the type of shift 
was significant at the ,01 level (F=7.199) for high ability 
subjects. However this result did not test the hypothesis 
of no R-NR differences across cue dimension. Examination 
of Tables 28 and 29 Indicated that the significance of the 
effect of type of shift was due primarily to the control 
groups and not to R-NR differences. This interpretation was 
supported by an analysis with the control groups excluded 
which is present below.
Also the effect of the cue dimension across shift 
groups was significant at the ,05 level (F=5.10t-). However, 
this result does not, in fact, support the hypothesis that 
the R and NR subjects with shift learning on the color di­
mension would make more errors than those 'with shift learn­
ing on the size dimension because, again, it was the con­
trol groups which were primarily responsible for the sig­
nificant effect.
The results were then analyzed with the control groups 
being excluded. The means and standard deviations for ori­
ginal and shift learning of reversal and nonreversal shift 
subjects of high ability are presented in Table 30.
The Fmax value of 3.80 which resulted for the trans­
formed data when the control groups were excluded was non­
significant at the .05 level (Fmax . 95 5  =13- ?) •
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TABLE 30
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL SHIFT 
LEARNING OF HIGH ABILITY GROUPS* 
(TRANSFORMED DATA)
Original Learning Shift Learning
Group Dimension Dimension
Size Color Size Color .
Mean .60 .61 .86 .82
Reversal
SD .17 .3^ .29 .^3
Mean .48 .86 .35 .88Nonreversal
SD .28 .49 .44 .23
*Control Groups ExcludedN=24
The analysis of variance for the reversal and nonre-
versal shift learning of the high ability subjects is pre-
sented in Table 31.
TABLE 31
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF
HIGH ABILITY GROUPS (TRANSFORMED DATA)
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift .31 1 .31 2.353 ns*
Cue Dimension .36 1 .35 2.756 ns
Shift x Dimension ,49 l .49 3.716 ns
Within Cells 2.64 20 .13
Total 3 .81 23
*F.95 (1 120)=4,35
5'i
Table 31 Indicates that the effect of the type of shift 
was nonsignificant (F=2.353) for high ability subjects when 
the control groups are excluded from the analysis. This 
finding supports the hypothesis of no R-NR differences across 
cue dimension.
The effect of the cue dimension across shift groups 
was also nonsignifleant (F=2,?56) for the transformed data 
when the control groups were excluded. Thus the hypothesis 
that the combination of R and NR subjects with shift learn­
ing on the color dimension would make more errors than would 
those with shift learning on the size dimension was not sup­
ported at the high ability level.
Table 32 gives the Newman-Keuls critical values and 
observed "qM values for the cue dimension and shift groups 
of high ability.
The hypothesis that the high ability subjects who 
learned a NR shift on the size dimension would make fewer 
errors than would those who learned a R shift on the size 
dimension was not supported. However, the obtained Newman- 
Keuls "q" values of 3*^7 did approach significance at the 
.05 level for the transformed data.
The Newman-Keuls "q" value of .0^1 that was obtained 
in testing for the significance of R-NR differences between 
the high ability subjects with shift learning on the color 
dimension was nonsignificant at the .05 level. The hypo­




NEMAN-KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AND OBSERVED "q“ VALUES 
BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT GROUPS AT THE HIGH 












20 . 0L1 3.58
Nonreversal-Size
XNonreversal-Color
k 20 3.61 3,96
N onr evers al-S i z e
X
Reversal-Color
2 20 3.20 2.95
*q.95 (2 ,2 0 > =2 .9 5  
*<3.• 95 (3»20)=3.58 
*q.95 (*f-,20)=3. 96
The hypothesis that the subjects of high ability who 
learned a NR shift on the color dimension would have more 
errors than would those learning a NR shift on the size dimen­
sion was not supported. However, the obtained ”q" value of 
3.61 approached significance at the .05 level for the trans­
formed data.
The hypothesis that the subjects of high ability who 
learned a R shift on the color dimension would have more 
errors than would those who learned a NR shift on the size 
dimension was supported. The Newman-Keuls "q" 




The means and standard deviations for original and 
shift learning of middle ability subjects are presented in 
Table 33.
TABLE 33
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND SHIFT








ns I on 
Color
Mean .51 .70 .10 .20Control
SD .29 .30 .15 .36
Mean .57 .80 .79 1 . 1 1Reversal
SD .21 .37 .31 .19
Mean ,58 .65 ,L0 1 .0 1Nonreversal
SD .32 .27 .35
n=36
The obtained Fmax value of 6,50 for the middle ability 
subjects was nonsignifleant at the .05 level (Fmax .95 [6,5] = 
18.7),
The analysis of variance for the control, reversal, 
and nonreversal shift learning groups of middle ability is 
presented in Table 3̂ .
Table indicates that the effect of the type of shift 
was significant at the .001 level (F=2^.8l8). This analysis, 
however, does not test the hypothesis of no R-NR differences 
across cue dimensions at the middle ability level. Examina­
tion of the data in Tables 33 and j k  indicates that the sig' 
nificance of the effect of type of shift was a function of 
the values obtained by the control subjects.
TABLE 34
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF MIDDLE
ABILITY GROUPS (TRANSFORMED DATA)
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift 4.0 6 2 2.03 24.818 <,001*
Cue Dimension 1.04 1 1.04 12.735 <.01**
Shift x Dimension • VjJ CO 2 .19 2.327 ns
Within Cells 2.45 30 COo•
Total 7.93 35
*f .999 (2 ,30)~8 . 77
**F.99 (1,30)=?.56
Table J h also indicates that the cue dimensional effect 
was significant at the .01 level (F=12.735). This result 
would seemingly support the hypothesis that the combination 
of NR and R subjects with shift learning on the color dimen- 
sion would make more errors than would those with shift 
learning on the size dimension. However, this hypothesis 
was also tested more adequately with the control groups 
being excluded and such data are presented below.
The means and standard deviations for original learning 
and reversal and nonreversal shift learning of middle ability 
subjects are presented in Table 35.
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TABLE 35
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND SHIFT 
LEARNING OF MIDDLE ABILITY GROUPS* (TRANSFORMED DATA)
Original Learning Shift Learning
Group Dimension DimensionSize Color Size Color
Mean .57 .80 .79 1.11Reversal
SD .21 .37 .31 .19
Mean .58 .65 .40 1.01Nonreversal
SD .32 .43 .27 .35
*Control Groups Excluded 
N=24
The Fmax statistic was employed to'test for hetero-
geneity of variance for the values obtained by the R and
NR shift groups at the middle ability level. The obtained
Fmax value of 4,00 was nonsignificant at the .05 level /
(Fmax .95f^,5l=13.7).
The analysis of variance for the transformed data for 
the reversal and nonreversal shift groups of middle ability 
is presented in Table 36 .
Table 36 indicates that the effect of the type of shift 
was nonsignificant at the .05 level (F=4,177). This result 
supported the hypothesis of no R-NR differences across cue 
dimensions at the middle ability level. This nonsignificant 
value clearly indicates that the significant shift effect 
that was obtained when the control subjects were included in 
the analysis was a function of the control group values,
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF MIDDLE 
ABILITY GROUPS (TRANSFORMED DATA)
TABLE 36
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of shift .34 1 .34 4.177 ns*
Cue Dimension 1.27 1 1.27 15.226 <,001**
Shift x Dimension .12 1 .12 1.459 ns
Within Cells 1.66 20 .08
Total 3.41 23
*F.95 (1»20)=4.35**F.999 (1,20)=14.82
The effect of the cue dimension across shift groups
was significant at the ,001 level (F=15.226). This; finding
supported the hypothesis that the combination of the MR and 
the R subjects with shift learning on the color dimension 
would make more errors than would those with shift learning 
on the size dimension.
Table 37 presents the Newman-Keuls critical values and 
observed "q” values for the dimension and shift group at the 
middle ability level.
The hypothesis that the middle ability subjects who 
learned a NR shift on the size dimension would make fewer 
errors than would those who learned a R shift on the size 
dimension was supported by the Newman-Keuls test of the 
transformed values. The Newman-Keuls "q" value of 3.39 was 
significant at the .05 level.
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TABLE 37
NEWMAN-KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AND OBSERVED "q" VALUES 
BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT CROUPS AT THE MIDDLE 




















k 20 6.17** 3.96
*q.95 (2,20 )~-2,95 *q.95 (3,20)^3.58 *q.95 (^,20)=3 . 96 
**q. 99 (3,20)=4.6^
**q.99 {^,20)=5.02
A Newman-Keuls "q" value of ,87 resulted from testing 
the significance of the R-NR differences for middle ability 
subjects with shift learning on the color dimension. This 
value was nonsignificant at the ,05 level, and supported 
the hypothesis of no R-NR differences between the two groups 
with shift learning on the color dimension.
The hypothesis that middle ability subjects who 
learned either a NR or a R shift on the color dimension 
would make more errors than would the NR subjects with shift
learning on the size dimension was supported. The "q" values 
for subjects who learned a NR and a R shift on the color di­
mension as compared with the NR subjects on the size dimen­
sion were 5.30 and 6.1? respectively. Both of these values 
were significant at the .01 level.
Low Ability Groups
The means and standard deviations for original and 




MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND SHIFT 
LEARNING OF LOW ABILITY GROUPS (TRANSFORMED DATA)
Original Learning Shift Learning
Group Dimension Diffi!ensionSize Color Size Color
Mean .56 .83 .05 .49Control
SD .28 .50 .12 .25
Mean .40 .72 . 86 1.03Reversal
SD .37 .4 0 .42 .26
Mean .54 .86 .68 .71Nonreversal
SD .32 .34 .55 ■ .37
N=36
The Fmax value for the data presented in Table 38 of 
30.00 was significant at the ,05 level of significance 
(Fmax ,95 & , 3  =18.7). Because the heterogeneity was largely 
a function of the control group values, and because the
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control groups were not needed in order to test the hypo­
theses of the study, these groups were excluded from fur­
ther analysis.
The means and standard deviations for reversal and 
nonreversal shift learning of low ability subjects are pre 




STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ORIGINAL AND SHIFT 
OF LOW ABILITY GROUPS* (TRANSFORMED DATA)








Mean .40 .72 . 86 1.03Reversal
SD .3? .40 .42 .26
Mean -5H .86 .68 ,71Nonreversal




The analysis of variance for the transformed data for 
the reversal and nonreversal shift groups of low ability is 
presented in Table 40.
Table 40 indicates that the effect of the type of 
shift was nonsignificant (F=2,090) for subjects of low abil­
ity. The hypothesis that low ability subjects who learned 
a reversal shift would make more errors than would those 
who learned a nonreversal shift across cue dimensions was 
therefore rejected.
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SHIFT LEARNING OF 
LOW ABILITY GROUPS (TRANSFORMED DATA)
TABLE kC
Source of Variation SS df MS F P
Type of Shift .36 1 .36 2.090 ns
Cue Dimension .05 1 .05 .332 ns
Shift x Dimension .03 1 .03 . .173 ns
Within Cells 3.^9 20 .17
Total 3.9^ 23
* F . 9 5 ( 1 , 2 0 M - . 3 5
The cue dimensional effect was also nonsignificant 
across shift groups for the transformed data (F-,332) as 
indicated in Table LO. Thus, the hypothesis that low abil- 
ity subjects with shift learning on the color dimension 
would have more errors to criterion than tfould those with 
shift learning on the size dimension across shift groups was 
rejected.
The Newman-Keuls critical values and observed "q" values 
for the cue dimensional and shift groups of low ability are 
presented in Table Ll.
The hypothesis that low ability subjects who learned 
a R shift on the size dimension would have more errors than 
would those who learned a NR shift on either the size or the 
color dimension was rejected. The Newman-Keuls "q“ values 
for the■difference between those who learned a R on the size
dimension and those who learned a NR on the size and on the 
color dimensions were 1.0? and ,89 respectively. These val­
ues were nonsignificant at the ,05 level,
TABLE 41
NEWMAN-KEULS CRITICAL VALUES AND OBSERVED "q" VALUES 
BETWEEN DIMENSION AND SHIFT GROUPS AT THE 
LOW ABILITY LEVEL* (TRANSFORMED DATA)
Shift Groups Ordered














b 20 2,08 3.96
Nonreversal-Color
XRe vers al-Color 3
20 1.91 3.58
^Control Groups Excluded
**q.95 (2 ,20) = 2,95 
**q,95 (3 ,20)=3 .58 
**q.95 (4 f20)=3,96
The hypothesis that the low ability subjects who 
learned a R shift on the color dimension would make more
errors than would those who learned a NR shift on either
the size or the color dimension was rejected. The Newman- 
Keuls "q" value for the difference between those who
learned to R on the color dimension and those who learned
to NR on the size dimension was 2,08. The corresponding
value for the difference between those who learned to R on 
the color dimension and those who learned to NR on the color 
dimension was 1,91. Both of these "q" values were nonsigni­




The basic position of the present study was that media" 
tion and non-mediation in problem solving must be understood 
in terms of the cue dimensions involved. Specifically, the 
difficulty level of the cue dimensions was believed to be 
relevant in determining whether or not mentally retarded sub­
jects would be capable of mediation. One cannot meaningfully 
test for R-NR differences as evidence of a mediational ver­
sus a single-unit mode of problem solving without analyzing 
the effect of the difficulty level of the cue dimension,
The hypothesis that the learning of discriminations on 
the color dimension would be more difficult than the learning 
of discriminations on the size dimension across the three 
ability levels was supported. The difference between the 
mean number of errors to criterion for subjects with original 
learning (OL) on the color dimension and those with OL on 
the size dimension was significant at the .05 level.
Because the color dimension was more difficult than 
the size dimension, it was predicted that some of the subjects 
of high and middle ability would be able to use a mediational 
approach to problem-solving on the size dimension but 'would 
be unable to use a mediational approach on the color dimen­
sion, It was predicted that the low ability subjects would
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be irnable to mediate on either the size or color dimensions. 
The theoretical structure upon which the present study was 
built holds that reversal shift learning may be expected to 
occur more quickly when a mediational approach is utilized. 
Nonreversal shift learning may be expected to occur more 
quickly when a single-unit S-R problem-solving approach is 
followed. Reversal-nonreversal shift differences were thus 
used to test the hypotheses pertaining to the relevance of 
the difficulty level of the cue dimension.
High, Middle, and Low Ability Subjects Combined
The combination of the high, middle, and low ability 
groups did not yield significant results for the data in 
the present study before the data were transformed to loga­
rithms, The relative magnitude of the scores was as pre­
dicted for both the overall shift effect and the cue dimen­
sion effect but the differences were nonsignifleant at the 
.05 level,
The reduction of the error variance that was achieved 
by transforming the values to logarithms resulted in find­
ings which consistently supported the writer's hypothesis 
for the three ability groups combined. As predicted, shift 
learning on the color dimension was more difficult than 
shift learning on the size dimension. Also nonreversal 
shift learning was easier than reversal shift learning 
across shift groups.
In addition to the significant overall effects, the
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internal predictions were also supported for the trans­
formed data. Reversal shift learning was more difficult 
than nonreversal shift learning on the size dimension, and 
no R-NR differences were obtained on the color dimension.
These results support the writer's contention that 
when the size and color groups are not analyzed separately 
the R-NR differences on the size dimension will tend to be 
masked because no R-NR differences will be obtained on the 
color dimension.
High and Middle Ablility Subjects Combined
The theoretical position that mediation and non-media­
tion may be viewed as a function of the difficulty level of 
the cue dimensions involved was supported by the findings 
for the subjects of high and middle ability combined. All 
of the findings for these two groups combined were the same 
as to direction and as to significance or nonsignificance 
as for the middle ability subjects alone. In general, the 
subjects at the high and middle ability levels tended to 
mediate on the size dimension and they tended to use a 
single-unit S-R mode of response on the color dimension.
The smallest error values were for those who had CL 
(original learning) on the color dimension and learned a NR 
on the size dimension. Had this group mediated on the color 
dimension the mediation would have interfered with NR shift 
learning. The low error score is evidence of non-mediation 
on the color dimension. The error values for both the R
and the NR group with shift learning on the color dimension 
were significantly larger than the value for the group with 
NR shift learning on the size dimension. Further evidence 
that the subjects mediated during OL on the size dimension, 
but did not mediate during OL on the color dimension is of­
fered by the large error values for both the R and NR groups 
with shift learning on the color dimension. The fact that 
these two groups had almost equally high error scores may 
be explained by the discussion below.
The R group which had both OL and shift learning on 
the color dimension learned to R slowly as they generally 
did not mediate. The using of a single-unit S-R approach is 
indicated by slow R shift learning.
The NR group which had OL on the size dimension and 
shift learning on the color dimension learned slowly because 
some of these subjects learned a mediational mechanism dur­
ing OL, This mediation was inappropriate during shift 
learning on the color dimension and interfered with shift 
learning.
The group with OL on the size dimension and R shift 
learning on the size dimension had an error score that was 
between the low value for the group with NR shift learning 
on the size dimension and the high values for the two groups 
with shift learning on the color dimension. This middle- 
range value may have resulted because some subjects learned 
a mediation during OL on the size dimension and some did not 
learn to mediate. Those who mediated had the advantage of
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an appropriate me&iational mechanism during shift learning 
and would be expected to learn a R shift readily. Those 
who did not mediate during OL on the size dimension would 
employ a single-unit S-R approach during R shift learning 
and would be expected to learn slowly.
It was predicted that there would be no R-NR differ­
ences across cue dimensions for the subjects of high and 
middle ability combined. This prediction was based upon the 
position that when the cue dimensions were combined, the 
R-NR differences on the size dimension would be masked be­
cause there would be no R-NR differences on the color dimen­
sion.
This prediction of no shift effect across cue dimen­
sions vras not tested adequately by the analysis of variance, 
as the interaction effect vras significant at the .05 level. 
However, examination of the data clearly indicated that the 
significant interaction occurred because the predicted dif­
ference on the size dimension vras so large (means of .82 and 
.38) that the interaction effect vras significant even though, 
as predicted, there vrere no R-NR differences on the color 
dimension (means of ,96 and .9^).
The hypothesis that the color dimension would be more 
difficult than the size dimension also could not be tested 
by the analysis of variance because of the significant inter­
action. The relative magnitude of the means vras as predicted, 
and it was the large magnitude of these predicted differences 
that produced the significant interaction effect.
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As predicted, the NR shift group on the size dimension 
had fewer errors than any of the other shift groups; that is, 
the R group on the size dimension and the R and NR groups on 
the color dimension. There were no R-NR differences on the 
color dimension, as was predicted.
High Ability Subjects
The hypothesis that there would be no R-NR differences 
across cue dimensions for subjects of high ability was sup­
ported, This hypothesis was based upon the assumption that 
most of the high level retardates would be able to mediate 
on the size dimension, but that these subjects would be un­
able to do so on the more difficult color dimension. No 
R-NR differences would be expected when the results on the 
two dimensions were combined, as the mean values for the two 
groups with shift learning on the color dimension were ex­
pected to be almost equal and would thus tend to obscure 
possible differences between the two groups with shift learn­
ing on the size dimension.
It was found that the R-NR differences for high ability 
subjects with shift learning on the color dimension was non­
significant at the ,05 level as predicted. The mean values 
for these two groups were almost equal as predicted.
It was hypothesized that the high ability subjects with 
shift learning on the color dimension would make more errors 
to criterion than would those with shift learning on the 
size dimension across shift groups. The relative magnitude
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of these values was in the predicted direction, but the dif­
ference did not achieve significance at the .05 level. Hence 
the hypothesis of a cue dimensional effect for high ability 
subjects was not supported.
It was hypothesized that both the R group and the HR 
group with shift learning on the color dimension and the R 
group with shift learning on the size dimension would have 
more errors than would the HR group with shift learning on 
the size dimension. These hypotheses of specific group dif­
ferences were rejected at the .05 level for the high ability 
subjects. Again the relative magnitude of the values was 
as predicted, but the differences were nonsignificant at the 
.05 level of significance as tested by the Hewman-Keuls test.
It was hypothesized that the group with R shift learn­
ing on the color dimension would have a high error score, not 
only because the shift learning was on the color dimension, 
but also because this group would not be able to learn a fa­
cilitating mediational mechanism as their original learning 
was on the color dimension. The group with HR shift learning 
on the color dimension was expected to learn slowly because 
their shift learning was on the difficult color dimension, 
and also because they had original learning on the size dimen 
sion and would thus learn a mediation that would be inappro­
priate during shift learning.
It was predicted in the present study that high ability 
subjects who had R shift learning on the size dimension would 
have more errors than would those with HR shift learning on 
the size dimension. This prediction was based upon the posi­
tion that even at the high ability level some subjects would 
not utilize a mediational approach to problem solving on the 
size dimension and that without mediation the R shift would 
be inherently more difficult for the retardate than would the 
NR shift® The R shift is inherently difficult for one who is 
unable to use a mediational approach because he must learn to 
choose the cue that was previously negatively reinforced, and 
he must learn, not to choose the cue that was previously re- 
inforcedo
It may be of theoretical importance that the order of 
the magnitude of the means for the high ability subjects was 
consistently in agreement with the writer’s prediction® The 
mean value for the subjects who learned a NR shift on the 
size dimension was the smallest of the four means obtained® 
Also the combined values for the subjects with shift learn­
ing on the color dimension were larger than the combined 
values for those with shift learning on the size dimension®
It was felt that in general the task presented to the 
subjects was too easy to assess the R-NR learning of the high 
ability subjects in the most precise manner® These subjects 
seemed to have a greater tendency to be distracted by irrel­
evant stimuli, and to become less involved with the task than 
did the middle ability subjects as a group® The writer be­
lieves that the using of a three-choice apparatus and a cri­
terion for learning of 20 of 25 correct responses would re­
sult in greater precision in working with the high ability 
subjects than did the two-choice apparatus and criterion of
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7 of 8 correct responses® These more optimal precedures for 
the high ability subjects were not followed because such 
procedures would have been inappropriate for the low ability 
subjects in the present study® Further research with re­
tardates of high ability would indicate whether or not more 
appropriate experimental precedures would, in fact, lend 
support to the writer’s position®
Basically the findings for the high group with the 
transformed data were the same as was discussed for the data 
before the transformation® However, the reduction of error 
variance which was achieved by the transformation generally 
resulted in more clear-cut differences. The overall effect 
of the type of shift was nonsignificant as predicted, but 
the hypothesis of a cue dimensional effect across shift groups 
was not supported.
The R-HR differences on the size dimension were non­
significant® However, this predicted difference approached 
significance at the .05 level and are in accord with the 
writer’s position. As predicted, no R-NR differences were 
observed between the groups with shift learning on the color 
dimension.
The prediction that the group with HR shift learning 
on the color dimension would have more errors to criterion 
than would the group with HR shift learning on the size di­
mension was also not supported by a statistically significant 
effect. However, this difference also approached signi­
ficance at the ®05 level for the transformed data.
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The hypothesis that the group which learned a R shift 
on the color dimension would have more errors than would the 
NR group on the size dimension was supported. This Neman- 
Keuls "q1 value was significant at the .05 level for the 
transformed data.
Middle Ability Subjects
The position that mediation and non-mediation may be 
viewed in terms of the difficulty level of the cue dimen­
sion was strongly supported by the performance of the sub­
jects of middle ability. The middle ability subjects were 
generally able to use a mediational approach to problem 
solving on the easier size dimension, but were generally 
unable to do so on the more difficult color dimension. As 
was predicted, there were no R-NR differences across cue di­
mensions.
The hypothesis that the difference between the mean 
values for the two groups with shift learning on the color 
dimension would be nonsignificant was supported. This dif­
ference in the present study was extremely small. Therefore, 
the combining of the groups with shift learning on the color 
dimension and the groups with shift learning on the size 
dimension did, as predicted, obscure R-NR differences on the 
size dimension.
The overall effect of the cue dimension was significant 
at the .01 level. This finding supports the hypothesis that 
shift learning on the color dimension was more difficult than 
was shift- learning on the size dimension.
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The smallest mean value vras for the group which had OL 
on the color dimension and learned a NR shift on the size 
dimension. These subjects learned no mediational mechanism 
during OL which would have been inappropriate and would have 
interfered with shift learnings and their shift learning was 
on the easier size dimension,, The next smallest value was 
for the group that had OL on the size dimension and had re­
versal shift learning on the size dimension. For this group 
the cue that was positive during OL vras negative during shift 
learning, while the cue that vras negative during OL vras 
positive during shift learning.
The value for this R shift group vras expected to be 
larger than the value for the group with NR shift learning 
on the size dimension because of two factors: (1) it vras 
expected that some of the middle ability subjects would not 
utilize a mediational mechanism even on the size dimension, 
and (2) because during OL the subjects vrho were positively- 
reinforced for selecting a given stimulus and negatively re­
inforced for selecting another stimulus had to learn to re­
spond in exactly the opposite manner to the same two stimuli 
during shift learning. It vras expected that those subjects 
vrho were unable to learn to mediate would learn this R shift 
very slowly. Also, even with retarded subjects vrho did 
mediate, such a shift might prove to be somewhat difficult 
as there would be a tendency to continue to choose the stim­
ulus that vras correct during OL. For the NR subjects the 
stimuli that are used during shift learning are different
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from the stimuli presented during 01.
The R-NR difference for subjects with shift learning 
on the size dimension was nonsignificant at the o05 level 
even though the mean value for the R group was more than 
three times as great as that for the NR group. This dif­
ference was nonsignificant because of rather large variance 
values.
As discussed below the reduction of error variance 
which was achieved by the logarithmic transformation of the 
original values resulted in a significant R-NR difference on 
the size dimension. Despite this failure to achieve signi­
ficance for the data before the transformation, the relative 
size of the values was as expected. This relative magnitude 
of these values was observed for both middle and high ability 
subjects in the present study and a similar order of magni­
tude was obtained in the study by Ohlrich and Ross (1966).
It would seem that these findings may be of theoretical 
importance and would support the position that R-NR differ­
ence are in large part a function of the difficulty level 
of the cue dimension.
As predicted the mean values for both the R and the NR 
group with shift learning on the color dimension were greater 
than the mean value for the NR group with shift learning on 
the size dimension. The value for the group with R shift 
learning on the color dimension was large because the shift 
learning was on the difficult color dimension, and because 
these subjects were unable to learn to mediate during 0L as
the OL was on the difficult color dimension. The value for 
the NR shift group was large because shift learning was on 
the color dimension, and because these subjects had OL on the 
size dimension and thus acquired a mediational mechanism that 
was inappropriate and had an interfering effect upon shift 
learning.
The transformed data yielded no R-NR differences across 
cue dimensions. As was predicted there were R-NR differences 
on the size dimension, but no R-NR differences on the color 
dimension. As expected the combining on the two cue dimensions 
served to mask R-NR differences. The contention that R-NR 
differences, as indicators of mediational and non-mediational 
approaches to problem-solving, must be analyzed separately 
for cue dimensions of varying difficulty was thus strongly 
supported.
The hypothesis that shift learning on the color dimen­
sion would be more difficult than would shift learning on 
the size dimension was supported for the transformed data at 
the middle ability level. This large difference which was 
significant at the .001 level lends further credence to the 
position that a given subject who is capable of using a med­
iational approach to learning on the size dimension may use 
a single-unit S-R approach to learning on the color dimension. 
Both the R and the NR shift learning groups on the color di­





The writer experienced considerable difficulty in 
carrying out the experimental procedures with many of the 
low ability subjects. Many of these subjects were highly 
distractible and had difficulty in concentrating on the ex­
perimental task. It was expected that these subjects would 
be unable to mediate on either the size or the color dimen­
sion. It was hypothesized therefore that the low ability 
subjects would learn a NS shift more readily than a R shift 
across cue dimensions. This hypothesis was not supported for 
the low ability subjects. Again the relative magnitude of 
the R and NR scores was in the predicted direction. The 
failure to attain significant R-NR differences for the low 
ability group might suggest that some of the low ability sub­
jects were able to mediate. However, it seemed more probable 
that R-NR differences were not observed because of the dif­
ficulties encountered in conducting the experiment with these 
subjects.
The prediction that shift learning on the color dimen­
sion would be more difficult than was shift learning on the 
size dimension was not supported for the low ability subjects. 
Also the predicted internal differences were nonsignificant 
at the low ability level.
Further research investigating the effect of the dif­
ficulty level of the cue dimension in R-NR shift learning 
might well exclude retarded subjects of extremely low ability 
as it seems that the crucial hypotheses can be adequately
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tested with higher ability subjects.
The transformation of the data resulted in a reduction 
of the error variance, but none of the predicted differences 
approached significance at the .05 level. However, for the 
transformed data the relative magnitude of the values was in 
the predicted direction in every instance for the low ability 
sub j ects.
The position that low ability subjects would use a 
single-unit S-R approach to problem-solving was neither sup­
ported nor weakened by the present findings. More appropriate 
experimental techniques could be utilized in order to study 
the problem solving of this low ability group and thus more 
adequately test the underlying theoretical position.
Implications
The most important implication of this study for re­
search and theory in the area of the problem-solving of re­
tardates is that one may usefully consider the effect of the 
difficulty level of the cue dimension in the R-NR shift 
learning of retardates. To state only that subjects at a 
given level of intellectual ability do or do not use a media- 
tional approach in problem-solving may not be sufficient.
The present study stongly indicates that one may state 
that a given group of retardates uses a mediational approach 
or a single-unit approach only with reference to a cue dimen­
sion of a specified difficulty level.
It does not seem expedient, therefore, to test for R-NR 
differences across cue dimensions unless the specific diffi­
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culty level of the specific cue dimensions is taken into con- 
sideration. One must consider the difficulty level of the 
cue dimensions as a factor influencing mediation and non­
mediation® To consider only the overall effect of the type 
of shift across cue dimensions may lead to incorrect inter­
pretations and unproductive theoretical postulations.
Further research might determine whether the effect of 
the difficulty level of the cue dimension is the same for 
normal children as for retardates® luria (1957) has indica­
ted that even when normals and retardates are matched on a 
verbal task, the retardates may evidence a specific media- 
tional deficiency because the retardate deficiency is one of 
verbal control over behavior® It would be useful to determine 
the effect of the difficulty of the cue dimension upon media­
tion for normal children of various ages.
The effect of such experimental variables as the cri­
terion of learning and the number of cue choices presented 
to the subject could also be related to the difficulty level 
of the cue dimension.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It was the purpose of tills study to Investigate the 
reversal and nonreversal shift learning of retardates as a 
function of mental age and difficulty level of the cue di­
mension. It has been established that, in general, reversal 
shift learning is more rapid if the learner is capable of 
employing a mediational approach to problem solving. Non­
reversal shift learning occurs more readily, generally, if 
the learner employs a single-unit S-R approach to problem 
solving®
Previous research has demonstrated that animals, young 
children, and low-level retardates tend to use a single- 
unit S-R approach; whereas, older children and normal adults 
tend to use a mediational approach to problem solving. Pre­
vious studies, however, have seemingly assumed that a given 
learner would mediate or would not mediate in a problem sol­
ving situation with regard to the difficulty level of. the cue 
dimension.
In the present study retarded subjects at three dif­
ferent ability levels learned a two-choice discrimination 
on the size dimension or on the color dimension during ori­
ginal learning. Then, on a random basis, the subjects were 
assigned to learn a control shift, a reversal shift, or a
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nonreversal shift.
An equal number from each of the three shift groups 
had original learning on the size dimension and on the color 
dimension. Form differences were irrelevant for all subjects. 
Previous research had indicated that the color dimension was 
more difficult than either the form or the size dimension.
The present study supported the finding that the color dimen­
sion was more difficult than was the size dimension.
The writer hypothesized that some of the retardates at 
the high and middle ability levels would mediate while learn­
ing a discrimination on the size dimension, but that few, if 
any, would mediate on the color dimension.
The subjects consisted of 102 male and female insti­
tutionalized retardates and six noninstitutionalized retar­
dates. The subjects were placed into the three mental 
ability groups on the basis of performance on the Stanford- 
Binet Intelligence Scale. The chronological age of the sub­
jects ranged from eight to twenty-one years.
The basic experimental design was of the 3 x 2  factorial 
type, with three types of shifts (control, reversal, and non­
reversal) and two cue dimensions (size and color). The Fmax 
test was used to test for heterogeneity of variance, and the 
Newman-Keuls test was used for internal analysis.
The apparatus for displaying the discriminanda was a 
rectangular wooden turntable with two depressions on one side. 
A -wooden screen separated the two sides of the turntable.
The discriminanda were placed in the depressions for
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presentation to the subject® The discriminanda were wooden 
blocks of three shapes and colors® The blocks were stacked 
in order to vary the size of the discriminanda. When a sub­
ject chose the correct stimulus, he received an M and M 
candy that E placed into a cup for the subject. 'When an in­
correct choice was made one of the pieces of candy was removed 
from the subject’s cup.
Fifty-four subjects had original learning (OL) on the 
size dimension and fifty-four had OL on the color dimension. 
Eighteen subjects from each OL group were randomly assigned 
to each of the three shift learning grotips. As soon as the 
subjects learned to a criterion of 7 of 8 correct choices 
during OL they began with the shift learning. In shift 
learning the same criterion for learning was used. The de­
pendent variable was the number or errors to criterion.
For the subjects of high, middle, and low ability com­
bined the ana-lysis of the data before the logarithmic trans­
formation did not give statistical support to the experi­
mental hypotheses even though the relative magnitude of the 
mean values was as predicted. The positive skewness and 
large within groups variance of the data resulted in the non­
significant differences. However, the logarithmic trans­
formation of the data reduced the error variance and the 
analysis of the transformed data supported the hypothesis 
that there would be no R-HR differences across cue dimensions.
Also the hypothesis that shift learning on the color 
dimension woitld be more difficult then would shift learning
on the size dimension was supported for the transformed data. 
R-NR differences on the size dimension, but no R-NR differ­
ences on the color dimension were observed# Thus the pre­
diction that R-NR differences on the size dimension would 
be masked when R-NR differences were tested across cue dimen­
sion was supported by the transformed data.
The combining of the subjects of high and middle ability 
resulted in a significant interaction effect because of the 
extremely small mean value for the group with UR shift learn­
ing on the size dimension. This finding, with a larger num­
ber of subjects and a greater range of intellectual ability, 
lent further support to the importance of the difficulty 
level of the cue dimension in mediation and nonmediation.
For the retarded subjects in the high ability group, 
the hypothesis of no R-NR differences across cue dimension 
was supported. The prediction of more errors by the groups 
with shift learning on the color dimension than by those with 
shift learning on the size dimension was not supported. The 
hypotheses that the R and NR groups with shift learning on 
the color dimension and the R group with shift learning on 
size dimension would have more errors than would the NR group 
with shift learning on the size dimension were not supported. 
The relative magnitude of these values was as predicted, but 
the differences were nonsignificant.
The consistency in the order of the magnitude of the 
mean values with the predictions for the high ability groups 




order of the magnitude of the values became more marked for 
the transformed data and the results for this data were either 
significant or approached significance in the predicted di­
rections for the high ability subjects* The writer indi­
cated other experimental refinements which would enable one 
to more clearly determine whether or not the writer’s posi­
tion would be given additional support by further investi­
gation*
For the middle ability subjects the hypothesis of no 
R-NR differences across cue dimensions was supported* The 
overall cue dimensional effect was significant as predicted* 
The hypothesis of R-NR differences for the groups with shift 
learning on the size dimension was not given statistical 
support by the data prior to the logarithmic transformation 
even though the R group mean was more than three times as 
great as the NR group mean* The reduction of error variance 
in the transformed data resulted in this predicted R-NR dif­
ference on the size dimension* The prediction that both the 
R and the NR group with shift learning on the color dimension 
would have more errors to criterion than would the NR group 
on the size dimension was supported.
The position that some of the retarded subjects would 
be able to mediate on the size dimension, but that few, if 
any, would be able to mediate on the more difficult color 
dimension m s  strongly supported by the writer’s findings for 
the subjects of middle ability. Mediation and non-mediation 
by retardates does seem to be a function of the difficulty
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level of the cue dimension.
For the low ability subjects the prediction of R-NR 
differences across cue dimension was not supported. The pre­
dictions of a cue dimensional effect and of specific group 
differences were not supported for the subjects of low 
abilityo
The experimental precedures were not optimal for the 
low ability subjects, and it was difficult to maintain their 
attention. Although the various mean values were in basic 
accord with predictions as to their relative magnitude, the 
results for the low ability sixbjects were somewhat incon­
clusive. There was some indication that, as predicted, the 
low ability subjects were unable to mediate on either the 
color or the size dimension.
Although the mean values for the transformed data did 
not differ significantly for the low ability subjects, the 
relative magnitude of the values was even more clearly in 
line with the writer’s predictions.
The writer concluded that the position that the media­
tion and nonmediation of retardates on a simple problem 
solving task may usefully be viewed in terms of the difficulty 
level of the cue dimension involved was strongly supported.
The research which has produced conflicting evidence when 
the difficulty of the cue dimensions had been ignored might 
yield more clear-cut results if this effect were consided.
The writer suggested some modifications that may be necessary 





CONTROL SHIFT SUBJECTS OP HIGH ABILITY
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
Chrono- Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglog!cal Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Criterion Criterion Criterion Criterion
17 7-3 58 25 8 1
21 10-0 10 2 7 014 8-6 8 1 8 1
18 8-9 18 6 7 017 12-6 8 1 7 019 10™6 10 2 7 0
TABLE A® 2
REVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF HIGH ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Criterion Criterion Cri terion Criterion
17 7-0 9 2 41 14
20 7-9 17 6 12 3
18 8-0 8 1 9 215 7-3 15 4 22 5
21 10-9 11 3 40 1519 10-0 16 4 29 8
TABLE A, 3
NONREVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF HIGH ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
21 7-3 13 3 18 519 7-9 8 1 59 20
16 7-8 11 2 13 419 10-6 20 7 19 715 7-3 15 3 17 7
16 7-0 7 0 16 4
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TABLE Bo 1
CONTROL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF HIGH ABILITY
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON COLOR
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learning
logical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors
Age Criterion Criterion Criterion Cri teri
21 11-0 27 8 8 113 7-9 17 5 66 2319 10-6 25 10 7 014 7-0 62 24 7 0
1 8 8-6 14 3 8 1
1 6 9-0 19 5 15 4
TABLE Bo 2
REVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF HIGH ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON COLOR
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to ErrorsAge Criterion Criterion Criterion Cri teri<
15 7-0 7 0 35 1217 7-8 25 12 10 2
18 7-0 12 3 8 1
16 9-9 9 2 18 517 7-0 22 7 13 517 8-6 11 3 79 31
TABLE B. 5
NONREVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF HIGH ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON COLOR
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Cri terion Cri terion Criterion Criterion
14 7-3 7 0 8 114 7-4 10 3 8 1
12 7-6 12 4 50 1513 8-0 86 32 7 019 7-9 30 10 8 119 9-6 47 19 7 0
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TABLE C. 1
CONTROL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF MIDDLE ABILITY
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors to
Age Cri terion Criterion Cri terion Criterion
13 5-2 15 4 8 1
17 6-6 9 2 7 0
15 5-9 15 5 8 1
17 5-9 7 0 7 017 6-6 8 1 7 0
12 6-6 20 6 7 0
TABLE C. 2
REVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF MIDDLE ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
Chrono- Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogi cal Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors to
Age Criterion Criterion Cri terion Cri terion
19 5-6 8 1 42 1517 6-9 16 5 29 9
16 6-8 8 1 9 2
18 5-5 12 3 26 9
16 6-2 19 6 9 2
18 6-3 11 3 12 3
TABLE C» 3
NONREVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF MIDDLE ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Cri terion Criterion Cri terion Criterion
16 5-6 8 1 1o 4
19 5-8 8 1 46 16
13 5-0 9 2 12 4
16 6-9 10 3 13 4
12 6-9 37 17 74 2715 5-0 11 3 45 19
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TABLE Do 1
CONTROL SHIRT SUBJECTS OF MIDDLE ABILITY
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING OEi COLOR
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Cri terion Criterion Criterion Cri terion
20 5-9 38 18 7 019 6-3 9 2 25 715 6-3 8 1 7 0
13 5-0 11 3 7 015 5-6 13 4 7 0
13 6-0 19 6 8 1
TABLE D* 2
REVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OP MIDDLE ABILITY
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON COLOR
Chrono- Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Criterion Cri terion Criterion Cri terion
14 5-6 26 9 25 7
16 5-9 13 4 32 1 2
12 6-6 7 0 39 1817 5-11 24 10 42 15
16 5-0 28 11 18 6
12 6-9 27 9 54 20
TABLE De 3
NONREVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF MIDDLE ABILITYWITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON COLOR
Chrono- Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogi cal Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Criterion Criterion Criterion Cri terion
11 5-2 11 3 8 1
16 5-0 8 1 12 314 5-3 30 13 19 513 5-5 52 17 7 019 5-2 12 3 11 2
18 6-4 7 0 8 1
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TABLE E« 1
CONTROL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF LOU ABILITY
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglo gi cal Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Cri terion Criterion Criterion Cri terion
8 4-5 10 3 7 0
8 4-11 13 3 7 015 4-8 7 0 7 0
11 4-2 20 5 7 014 4-6 18 7 8 1
15 3-8 9 2 7 0
TABLE E. 2
REVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF LOW ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
Chrono- Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Criterion Criterion Criterion Criterion
14 3-9 8 1 9 214 2-7 10 2 20 9
11 4-8 11 3 10 2
10 3-9 7 0 20 713 2-8 19 11 70 4017 2-9 7 0 12 4
TABLE E. 3
NONREVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF LOW ABILITY
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON SIZE
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift ;Learninglo gi cal Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Criterion Criterion Criterion Criterion
14 3-5 8 1 8 1
12 3-10 33 17 13 519 4-7 9 2 9 2
12 4-6 ■9 2 9 219 4—8 9 2 22 715 2-9 8 1 55 21
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TABLE Po 1
CONTROL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF LOW ABILITY
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON COLOR
Chrono- Mental Original Learning Shift Learning
logical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors to
Age Criterion Criterion Criterion Criterion
10 4-1 61 22 8 1
17 3-3 33 12 20 7
13 4-4 8 1 8 1
9 3-1 27 9 16 4
16 4-6 7 0 8 1
13 4-1 34 15 10 2
TABLE F. 2
REVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF LOW ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON COLOR
Chrono- Mental Original Learning Shift Learning
logical Age Trials to Erro rs to Trials to Errors to
Age Criterion Criterion Criterion Criterion
16 4-9 9 2 11 3
11 3-11 10 2 33 12
18 3-5 20 10 22 99 4-1 57 28 34 15
16 4-5 12 3 22 7
11 4-10 8 1 58 22
TABLE F. 3
NONREVERSAL SHIFT SUBJECTS OF LOW ABILITY 
WITH ORIGINAL LEARNING ON COLOR
Chrono­ Mental Original Learning Shift Learninglogical Age Trials to Errors to Trials to Errors toAge Criterion Criterion Criterion Criterion
19 2-8 34 19 58 30
11 3-3 12 3 27 1314 3-9 53 22 10 2
19 4-11 18 6 13 4
16 4-3 12 3 8 114 4-3 9 2 7 0
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